
Single Carrot Theatre
Presents

“Rumpled”

Single Carrot Theatre (SCT) was 
founded in April 2005 by a group of 
University of Colorado, Boulder  
graduates, and selected Baltimore as 
its permanent home.  
SCT serves the Baltimore City com-
munity and surrounding areas through 
theatrical performances open to the 
public and education and outreach  
programs. SCT’s high quality work and 
rapid success have been recognized in 
the press. 

In the 2009 City Paper’s Best of  
Baltimore issue, SCT was named 
“Best Theater Company” (Staff Pick) 

and “Best Local Theater” (Reader’s Poll). In the 2010 edition, SCT was 
named “Best Ensemble.” In 2010, SCT was chosen by Baltimore  
Business Journal as a “Startup to Watch.”

Contact Young Audiences for more information on this and other programs • 410-837-7577 • www.yamd.org
Young Audiences/Arts for Learning    2601 N Howard Street, Suite 320    Baltimore, MD 21218

Assembly Coordinator: Please Distribute, Post, and Announce!

Assembly DAte:
Assembly time:
For stuDents in:



Prep Information for Assembly Coordinator
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* PleAse PAss Along the AttAcheD teAcher ProgrAm guiDe to All 
PArticiPAting clAssrooms.

Setup Requirements
2-socket outlet with plenty of voltage (old stages sometimes don’t have enough juice in outlets) for •	
a sound system. 

Artist Arrival Time
30 minutes prior to performance

Suggested Introduction
Single Carrot Theatre is with us today, and they will be performing a play called Rumpled. Please 
give them respect and remember to be a good audience member.  Now give a big round of applause 
for…Rumpled!

Inclement Weather
DON’T WORRY!  Artists will follow school closings/delays.   
They will work with you to reschedule the performance if necessary.

Young Audiences Contact Number
410-837-7577

After Hours / Emergency Number
443-562-5815

“rumPleD”

Artist: single cArrot theAtre

grADe level: K-5



Teacher Program Guide
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Artist Bio
Single Carrot Theatre was founded in April 2005 by a group of 
University of Colorado, Boulder graduates, and selected Baltimore 
as its permanent home. SCT serves the Baltimore City community 
and surrounding areas through theatrical performances open to 
the public and education and outreach programs. SCT’s high qual-
ity work and rapid success have been recognized in the press. In 
the 2009 City Paper’s Best of Baltimore issue, SCT was named 
“Best Theater Company” (Staff Pick) and “Best Local Theater” 
(Reader’s Poll). In the 2010 edition, SCT was named “Best Ensem-
ble.” In 2010, SCT was chosen by Baltimore Business Journal as a 
“Startup to 
Watch.”

Performance Description
A	full-fledged	theatrical	production	at	
your school! Rumpled is a fractured 
fairy tale of Rumplestiltskin. The play 
centers around normal girl Edith’s  
attempts to climb the fashion industry 
ladder. Along the way, we meet the 
King of the fashion world and a fash-
ion troll named Rumplestiltskina. The 
play explores issues of cheating and 
plagiarism, using movement, voice, humor, and music, and, of course, love. Elaborate cos-
tumes, audience participation, improvisation and hilarious action sequences leave students 
howling with laughter at this reinvented classic. 

* Maryland State Curriculum Connectors on next sheet
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Maryland State Curriculum Connectors
Fine Arts Content Standard in Theatre
Standard 1.0 Perceiving and Responding: Aesthetic Education
Students will demonstrate the ability to perceive, interpret, perform, and respond to the development 
of a variety of dramatic forms over time and the aesthetic	qualities	they	reflect.

Grade 1 Indicator

2. Identify and describe the visual, aural, oral, and kinesthetic elements of dramatic performances
Objective

a. Select elements of dance, music, theatre, and visual arts to enhance performances of stories 
and dramas 

Content Standard in Reading
Standard 3.0 Comprehension of Literary Text

Grade 1 Indicator

1. Develop comprehension skills by reading a variety of self-selected and assigned literary texts
Objectives

a. Listen to, read, and discuss a variety of 
literary texts representing diverse cultures, 
perspectives, and ethnicities 

b. Listen to, read, and discuss a variety of 
different	types	of	fictional	literary	texts,	such	
as plays, poems, stories (folktales, fairy tales, 
fantasy,	fables,	realistic	fiction,	and	historical	
fiction)	
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Vocabulary
DECEIT - Dishonesty 

FATEFUL -  Having important consequences.  
Controlled by or as if by fate 

FEATHER HEAD DRESSES - A head  
accessory made of feathers

GRACIOUS - Pleasantly kind

INNOVATIVE - Using or showing new meth-
ods, or ideas

MANNEQUIN - A life-size full or partial rep-
resentation of the human body, used for the 
fitting	or	displaying	of	clothes;	a	dummy

NOBLE - Having or showing qualities of high 
moral character, such as courage, generosity 

PARAMETERS - Guidelines or rules

REMOTE - Removed or far away

Places
MILAN - The second largest city in Italy.  
Milan is a world leader in fashion and design.

TOKYO - The capital of Japan. Tokyo is a 
highly populated city with a thriving fashion 
industry. 

PARIS - The capital of France. Paris is 
known for its arts, culture, fashion, and  
entertainment. 

“rumPleD”

Artist: single cArrot theAtre

grADe level: K-5

Classroom Discussion Questions
Why do you think Edith cheated by using •	
other people’s designs? 

What other choices do you think she could •	
have made?

Do you think Chauncey had realistic  •	
expectations of Edith? Why or why not?

In	what	ways	did	Rumpelstlitskina	influ-•	
ence Edith?

Do you agree with the way the play end-•	
ed? Why or why not?

Who was the protagonist? Who was the •	
antagonist? 

What was the climax of the play?•	

What did you notice about the way the  •	
actors used their voices and bodies to cre-
ate the characters?

Discuss status in relation to stories and •	
theatre. Who of the three characters had 
the highest status? Who had the power? 
Did it change throughout?
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Pre Performance Activity Ideas
Read Rumpelstiltskin  and create a story board of the main events and the character’s jour-
neys. Discuss what a fractured fairy tale is. Make a prediction of how Rumpled might frac-
ture the fairy tale of Rumpelstiltskin. See if the class can work together in small groups to 
come up with their own ideas of how to fracture the story of Rumpelstiltskin. 

Post Performance Activity Ideas
Discuss how the story could have ended. Was it all Edith and Rumpelstilskina’s fault? Could 
Chauncey have made different choices? Break into small groups and rewrite the ending. Each 
group will act out their ending for the rest of the class. This is a good opportunity to discuss 
and practice creating their own character walks and vocal choices. This could one class period 
or could be an ongoing project with many layers.

Pick another fairy tale to fracture. This could be a good writing assignment. It could be in 
short story format, or script format. It might even be fun to create fractured fairy tale comic 
strips.

Each student can design his or her own clothing item to be entered into the International 
House of Fashion Awards. This can incorporate math skills to measure and design. They can 
start with paper and pencil and go as far as creating muslin mock ups of the costumes. 

List of Resources:

Great website about theatre for young people, with activities, exercises and games:  
http://www.creativedrama.com/

An interactive look at Fractured Fairy Tales:  
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/interactives/fairytales/

More resources on Fractured Fairy Tales: http://teacher.scholastic.com/writewit/mff/fractured_fairy.htm

Online text of the original story by the Brother’s Grimm: http://www.readbookonline.net/readOnLine/4336/


